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summer rain
between quarrel and reconciliation
a thin line

flea market
old days
in detail

warm evening
leaving my marks
in her history

Bakhtiyar Amini



spring blues
until my pc
starts up

Russian roulette--
the crack on thin ice　
of this blue planet

bouillabaisse
angry crab sits straight
in the pot

Teiichi Suzuki



get together –
I count the noses
sniffing for gossip

Daya Bhat



witching hour
moonlight dons a cape
of owl feathers

the beaked shadow
of the plague doctor

John Hawkhead
Marion Clarke





philosophy class
every sentence
starts with so

dementia his memory foam

types of snow
so many words
for alone

John Hawkhead



omicron
all my old habits
mutating

entrance and exit wounds
the tin in the big freeze
sticks to the fence

wellness class
an upside down fly
on the floor

too old to give a shit
making up with the windows
wide open

Alan Peat



the ouija board
my mother smashes
death has not improved her mood

burnt offerings
another fail
in Home Ec class

through the black hole
another Earth
another me
how it is possible
to screw oneself

Tracy Davidson



mortuary marquee
the dearly departed
in high-def

still that spark
between us
hammer to anvil

her old birthday cards
stacked
by decade

reading
his army memoir
what isn’t said

Lori Becherer



old-time country singing
a bit crooked
but straight from the heart

day moon
to night moon
her wink

head in the clouds
again . . .
frequent flyer miles

morphine drip
best and worst day
of my life

Ronald K. Craig



long day writing
too tired
to congugate

she buries her regrets
in the backyard
next to her husband

third act
going into penalty kicks
ballerinas

fifty-nine
when will we start
saving

next to
for-sale sign
extramarital lot

Roberta Beach Jacobson



a bundle of sticks   bound together by meat   and we call it living

Tom Blessing



consensus reality
we simply must agree
that agreeableness is agreeable

remote highways
the growing urgency
to pee

tilted cell phone resyntaxing the monostich

memes teaching my son haiga

paycheck
these nestlings
opening their beaks

Joshua St. Claire



holding hands
we find the deep
water

midlife
still growing
my belly

the way
i can’t quit you
honeysuckle bloom

new love
the way it fills
the car ride home

creeper vine
the grip
of your memory

Ben Gaa





post-peak pandemic
traveling
back in time

dropping out
another virtual reality
to escape

Halfway Home

There’s a lake along the bike trail connecting our two houses, where
the reeds grow tall and the willows whisper secrets we used to share
on Saturday rendezvous. In fall, migrating geese would greet us as we
swam near the cool shores. In spring, the wildflowers would tickle
our toes.

I visited last April—alone—save the fawn frolicking around an empty
deer stand.

gunshots echo
through time—
Columbine

Colleen M. Farrelly



On the Bay

a peaceful evening with a half-sun blazing the horizon and a full tide
calm. Fishing is good over an old wreck, with mackerel at every cast.
Suddenly, an abominable bark scares the shit out of me. The canoe
almost flips. I turn to face an angry grey seal cow, her front flippers
over the gunnel, all teeth and whiskers. A glance into the ocean; she’s
surrounded by her pups. I’m invading her territory, threatening her
family and their food is shoaled beneath my keel. I’ve unwittingly
crossed her three boundaries simultaneously; no wonder she’s mad. I
cut the anchor rope and paddle away, holding my hands high out of
the water and danger.

It’s a lesson well learned, to respect the boundaries which Nature sets
for her own good reasons. I buy a more seaworthy boat and never
meet that seal again.

sea-eagle scream
a seal shot
by fishermen

Bryan Cook



ripening
in the August heat
panhandler

vacation
a three-year-old circles
the baggage carousel

the hula dancer
stops moving her hips
long red light

Joseph P. Wechselberger



my homework
ate the dog
robotics project

still thinking
inside the box
premature burial

volunteered
for a suicide mission
ghost writer

Charles Harmon



new medication
a roster of side effects
maybe something good

astral travel
the cat hears a lid
peeling back

Robert Beveridge



January rain
my coat heavy
with library books

old snow
the wandering track
two cigarettes long

winter conference
the live stream
freezes

an annoying song
stuck in my head
snow turns to rain

a soft-boiled egg
floats in the ramen
winter sun

mossy oak
a natural desire
to blend in

Kristen Lindquist



Christa Pandey



three minutes shorter
than crows cawing on the roof ...
breakup sex

winter solstice
the weeping voice
of a wrong number

housewarming party
the new neighbor's dog pissing
on my snowman

after the fight
I drag the green bin out
to the curb
is my relationship with her
Biodegradable?



America is back, our president was here

The President's gas-guzzling 20-car motorcade wound through the
streets of Glasgow for the summit. When the motorcade arrived
under the media spotlight, a giant WWII-style Climate Siren blasted in
the morning chill, opposite the grandiose entrance.

The president opened his speech by launching an attack against the
Chinese leader for not attending the summit. One day later, the
Chinese foreign ministry spokesperson hit back with a video clip; in it,
the President's aide had to wake him up several times as he dozed off
at the conference. Eventually, the two biggest polluters called a truce
by agreeing to hold a bilateral talk annually, which will start next
year. The agreement was reached one day before the end of the
summit.

Five days after signing the climate action pledge, the earth-shaking
news --"US auctions off the largest oil and gas drilling leases in its
history" -- hit the headlines across the globe this cold, windy morning.

caw-caw-caw of crows
on the White House roof ...
climate talk briefing

Chen-ou Liu



This night…

…  I‘m again overcome by an inner restlessness. I know that, when I
wake
up in the middle of the night and ask myself questions, that I can't
answer, which in turn prevents me from going back to sleep. While
next
to me my wife sleeps peacefully, I lie awake, not even knowing the
right
question, which I‘m missing the reply to. Today it doesn‘t hold me in
the bed.

up at night
checking my online account
money still in place



solo again
I miss her singing
in the tub

Winter Olympics
day and night the snow guns
competing

graveyard
the upper class here
also below

visiting the moon
on arrival a bouncer
asks for Covid tests

Pitt Büerken



Feedback

The fashionistas writing group welcomes my haibun submission. It is
about a dreadful accident in which I ruined my Saint Laurent
pantyhose after spilling balsamic vinegar on them. One woman states
it is too LONG  but it resonates with her because she once stained her
suede Vuitton heels with red wine.  Another person claims it’s too
SHORT yet poignant and moving, she can hear the fabric screaming
and feel my pain and humiliation. And our pedantic member says it is
a failure because I neglected to include the denier of my nylons.
Denier?

rejection
another haibun
travels south

John Budan



back to work
young ladies dressed
in new kimono

newspaper kite
we need a telescope
to read the sky

Chen Xiaoou



dark chocolate . . .

all my worries

melt away

airplane turbulence…
the guy next to me

snores louder

Jacob D. Salzer



winter dreams

of blistering summers

how fickle are we

words forgotten

golden koi

slipping the net

Bruce Jewett



a father dreams
beside his baby's cradle
a plastic bat and ball

out of luck
a false beard
on my guardian angel

unlocked bicycle
the crow on the handlebars
gives me the evil eye

Liberty Bell
the crack that holds
its iron tongue

bad outing
the relief pitcher warms up
a can of soup

a little surprise
my girlfriend shows me
a sonogram



food for thought
a claustrophobic astronaut
vacuum packed

Robert Witmer



the twilight company at the co-driver's seat

the algorithm of the distance between me her zenith
and i

the formation of her odd face when I change the
subject

Pere Risteski



family reunion
she asks for forgiveness
on his behalf

you have many
while i have just one
balloon hearts

separation
the jenga tower
topples

from shade into light
i step outside his
circling intentions

Richa Sharma



climbing
the kumquat tree
grandson's laughter

cheeky parrot
in the cage mimics
my dog whistle

boxing club—
imagined anger yields
real punches

across oceans...
baby-talk on skype
with the old dog

Aquarium visit
the nearby sushi place
crowded

Neena Singh



awakening…
in my dream I was dreaming
to wake up

my old scar –
the cut branch
in bloom again

Oscar Luparia



THE OLD POET

We were flying from Dublin to Paris to give a number of poetry
readings in cafes and other venues. My friend and his partner were
catching a different flight, so we agreed to meet in the Arrivals area in
Charles de Gaulle airport. It was late September and we were glad to
be avoiding the sweltering heat of summer in Paris. I was
accompanying an elderly poet who 'knew them all' while living in
London - Auden, Eliot, Mac Neice and others. In Dublin airport the
poet was wheeled to the terminal by a cheerful assistant. He was
delighted with such service. When we landed in Paris he received
preferential treatment again. I tagged along making sure we didn't
forget anything. We were lowered down at the back of the plane into
a cage-like baggage truck. We sat on a wooden bench feeling glum as
we were taken across a vast expanse of tarmac, in the dark. I asked
the driver where he was taking us? He laughed, 'a la guillotine'.

all night
unheard, unseen -
falling leaves

Gerry Mc Donnell



mechanical pencil
checking the box
for robot

dying battery
the beep
goes on

quiet library
finding
her calling

picking up the plastic bag--
thanks
in three languages

Laurie Greer



buddhist shrine
a tourist rubs
his big belly

dental screws the twists and turns of a future smile

a dry sherry
Grandma does a quick step
in fluffy slippers

cold rain still waiting for a headstone

Marilyn Ward



Sound of the Moon

A lone boat sails on a peaceful lake gleaming like a pathway in the
moonlight. Suddenly furious clouds cover the moon, bringing
restlessness across the sky as the vessel vanishes into the void.

moonlight sonata—
riding the mountain wave
in the finale

David Chek Ling Ngo



Daily Bread

Someone cut the queue stretching for a few blocks back along the
empty street otherwise filled with loud passersby, honking vehicles
and street vendors. Shouts started. Not wanting to miss another meal,
individuals swarmed the food bank. I found myself being carried
along as workers were rushing to the scene. Finally, order was
restored, but help was gone.

late dusk—
the old fisherman running
out of luck

David Chek Ling Ngo



event horizon
the unopened bar
of dark chocolate

between
light and shadows
my drifting mind

forest of flames
on top of a cake
autumn glow

winter solstice
the ring on dad's finger
outlasts mother

Ravi Kiran



the new blouse goes well
with my pyjamas bottoms ...
Zoom classes

rewilding
gaining momentum...
umpteenth lockdown



Natalia Kuznetsova



abandoned house
just for laughs
the last window smashed

my day off cooking
he takes the credit
I do the prep

attic rescue
Granny's sock-darning mushroom
sees the light of day

baby boomer
even my ringtone
now an embarrassment

heated discussion
she's careful which plate
to throw

Ingrid Baluchi



tinnitus...
swarming bees
in a tin tub

pruning the garden and the water hose kinks

yard sale
on mom’s dusty fine china
hand wash

Richard L. Matta



wind from the sea -
scrambling on shore
garbage from port

crazy spring love -
the cardiac examination
revealed nothing

Krzysztof Kokot



putting his affairs in order:
little black book

fly strips flapping
in the summer breeze -
abandoning the crossword

planks and scaffold poles
on a flatbed truck
heading for new heights

Herb Tate



plaid shirts
family together
for a photograph

knitting a sock
remembering
mom

toonies
a clink in the pocket
for ice cream

Susan Bonk Plumridge



living on the edge flat earthers

name dropping like flies

eye fought the gull & the gull won

our first fight a knot in the wood

there goes my halo angel frisbee

Susan Burch



Susan Burch



 I see your 6
and raise you 12
blizzard betting

 tree house
the last time
I had wings

 Zoom yoga
an hour's worth
of corpse pose

a request
for spare change
quarter moon

Marilyn Ashbaugh



winter games
a favorite squirrel
misses her landing

The Too Much Information Age

winter olympics
cross country leaves me
gasping for beer

nomenclature

As a child of the space, information and digital ages, space flight,
personal computers and smart phones have all become the norm. On
one hand, vocabulary and language skills have morphed into a sort of
complex iconographic shorthand, while on the other, interpersonal
communication has de-evolved, being relegated to instantaneous,
digitized, auto-corrected chatter.  And yet…

my grandson’s text
our lively exchange
of emojis

Michael Henry Lee



Michael Henry Lee



dead fly
in my potatoes
presidential election

Maria Concetta



mathematical
models of solitude
cracked sidewalk

winter owls
in the backwoods
constant questions

aching ...
the cool press of
fresh sheets

B.A. France





2042
obesity trends continue
Zoom box width increased

magazine gives prompt:
Pavlov’s dogs
salivating

jazz so tender . . .  her bedroom eyes

wildlife channel—
cat ignores me
until feeding time

since eighth grade shop class
my vow not to saw, nail, drill—
not even one bit

Curt Pawlisch



Valentine's Day--
the perfect husband
walks out

listening to him
narrate his dreams
I fall asleep again

burnout--
the doctor's eyes
above her mask

Ruth Holzer



Zoom meeting
my boss’s new beard
grows on me

all the new tricks
you teach me
rescue dog

the torn wrapper
of a heart-shaped chocolate
unrequited love

cactus garden
a sign warns
of plant theft

Louise Hopewell



subway announcement:
iudpiebwifnweo oijfoewihff
and something else

new job . . .
tree fluff floats
into my pocket

Monday morning
each office worker takes a turn
to clear their throat

poetry submission
accidentally sending it
to my boss

Nicholas Klacsanzky



sullied moon
I was told that she
didn’t scream

ICU
the monotone
of nurse’s report

tow truck
… and there goes
my first impression

soft kick
as I read the story
to my unborn

control issues
he ties the lemongrass
with a duct tape

Vandana Parashar



Lavana Kray



intoxicating fumes
at the pump . . .
1960s road trip

king-sized bed miles to go before I sleep

Barrie Levine



bitter night...
only the dog walkers
getting in some steps

first day back...
writing my name in the dust
on my office desk

first date...
fireworks in the park
another dud

Kim Klugh



Beelzebub’s inside
my laser color printer
sputtering hell fire

Sterling Warner



change in perspective
I decide I have bonsai trees
growing in my gutter

the dream(er) dies

goat farm
child's snowman crumbled
by a head butt

frozen pond
footprints in a u-turn
at the ice crack

John J. Dunphy



hospice garden
grandma naming
all the flowers

Christopher Calvin



my hunger
for nothing
in my fridge

confidence:
no makeup
for the Zoom meeting

Allyson Whipple



US SANS CROWDS

Crowds are now a thing of the past. It was all so natural, like green
leaves on a tree. But, somehow i do not miss this people phenomenon.
One of the Covid 19 erasures. Who knew this could ever happen.

sound of a flutter
I watch the pigeons swoop down
into the street

Gillena Cox



long marriage
the itch that has
been scratched

unpruned garden
the way we neglect
our relationships

memory drawer
the last cigarette butt
before you left

Mona Bedi



dental clinic-
many faces
of toothache

old  Russian classic film
I understand one thing-
vodka

Ram Chandran



talking to myself—
my imaginary friend
not listening

late middle-age
my bladder
calls the shots

every night
before I go to sleep
my mortality

Tony Williams



a new city
round and around
the map’s fold

weekend away
I reinvent myself
each morning

Joanna Ashwell





Maxianne Berger



food drive
bright autumn colors
on the empty box

Evan Vandermeer



work-life balance
the Feng Shui Buddha
gets the joke

sugar coating
a fruit fly lands
on my lips

my thoughts put to sleep ventriloquist moon

road trip
the dialects
of wildflowers

Hemapriya Chellappan



Krzysztof Macha



social distancing
six light years apart
pandemic politics

swaddled
in fine silk
a house fly

cock
a doodle
doo
everyday the same
rooster haiku

Rick Jackofsky



walking dust
down the road--
old letters

three marriages--
all the corningware
in the cupboard

through thick
and thin
hair

Sondra J. Byrnes



blue skies
the quiet burial
of pink mittens

old man’s farm
the scarecrow holding
his walking stick

Arvinder Kaur



brocade sarees
grandma reliving every
moment again

prosthetic
stopping for a deep breath
on the staircase

Minal Sarosh



dating again
adorned
with a tinfoil hat

with the
gloves off

charming her
socks off

Elmedin Kadric



Silent Sonata

lingering memory
the smell of old letters
from a drawer

lacy shadows
carve the room

white curtains
unleashing
love notes

echoes
of her words
silence with a bell

candlelight
flickers her eyes

chimes
in a hollow wind
a deep heart's cry

Hifsa Ashraf & David Watts



branchless trunk
some long time ago
I used to be a mother

Sunday in a hospital bed
focusing on the gospel
according to this moment

class of ’86
the girls changed again
their last names

Maya Daneva



another night
without her
fish soup

kitchen gossip
the thin line between
fact and fiction

evening stroll
remembering
to forget

promises . . .
not quite enough
for her to stay

Nika



haiku community
taking the shape
that holds it

still life with socks
this tiny sculpture
in my arms

beach nerd
the temperature
of the Dead Sea

remembering grandmother a new ladybug visits me

ferris wheel top…
how far I see
in his eyes

Kat Lehmann



Hand-Me-Downs

Beulah kept a pair of weathered blackish boots by the back
door.  She slipped them on before stepping onto the dew to continue
her morning routine:

hanging laundry
tending to zinnias
sipping a second cup of coffee after shooing away us
grandchildren

I would borrow the boots when helping with setting the clothesline
poles. My then small feet slid around inside of them.
I keep a pair of weathered blue-ish boots by the back door. I slip them
on before stepping onto the dew to continue my morning routine:

setting the clothesline pole
picking figs
sipping a second cup of coffee while the dog scouts for
squirrels

The boots are a half-size too big—casualty of online shopping. My feet
slide around inside of them.

Perfect fit

wiggle room:
keeping you
close to me

Mary Arnold



awakened
by the call of an owl
the chill in my soul

awakened
by the call of an owl
the chill in my soul

Gil Jackofsky





too many stars all around i shrink within

Devoshruti Mandal



falling stars
what if all wishes
came true…

sleepless night
a milky way from the parents' bed
to the baby crib

low tide
looking for a new home
the hermit crab and me

Kristina Todorova



last snow
the scent of gloves
drying by the stove

spring wind
the scent of
my father's socks

Vladislav Hristov



Settled

summer dusk
reading poems out loud
an attentive squirrel

night storm    rumble
of the ice maker

lamp light low
the thunder
Beethoven’s 6th

the changing pitch
of an ambulance siren
passing

our spaniel whines
under the dining room table

my head
on your chest
your steady heartbeat

Jo Balistreri

Wilda Morris



my husband
in garlic and herbs
a panful of shrimp

dog and i
watching your ashes

sink

small hands
all the pink petals
she holds

shaping dreams with stick pins her world map

Jo Balistreri



in a night shift
I wake up to the sound
of a supervisor's query

dozzing
in the waiting room--
my awaited train departs

Isaac Ofori-Okyere



Ritual

estreno de una casa
los centavos cubriendo
el piso

milk for fairies
this unquenchable thirst

pata de conejo
encontrando suerte
en la basura

three-leaf clover
wishing to return
to my youth

la pestaña que te voló ...
el primer aliento de nuestro
hijo

storm warning
I break the mirror
anyway

housewarming--
pennies covering
the floor                                    (jr)

leche para las hadas
mi sed insaciable                    (pp)

rabbit's foot--
finding luck
in the trash                               (jr)

trébol de tres hojas—
deseando volver
a mi juventud                          (pp)

the eyelash you blew away--
our son's first breath               (jr)

alerta de tormenta—
rompo el espejo
de todas formas                      (pp)

Jonathan Roman
Pippa Phillips



Next

the disciple
who was chosen
to replace Judas

three drinks in
the next victim

after a long trial
the alternate jurors
are dismissed

shot from
her best angle
the stand-in

remarried to correct
their failed divorce

fire season--
the latest edition
of Time

John Stevenson
Pippa Phillips



his smile for free Amazon package

stranger things…
full of Pterodactylus
the heron´s call

Deborah Karl-Brandt



death poem
another crumpled paper
misses the bin

buried underneath
the charity's headquarters
some forgotten bones

black clouds
the urge to assign a gender
to a hurricane

swab test
the nurse's
awful gag

just as long
as it needs to be
bungee jump

Möbius strip ⁓
her side
of the argument

Keith Evetts



The Irish Lass

It was a long drive, noon when I entered the small Welsh town.  But
where was her flat?  I rang her phone and moments later she slipped
into the seat beside me, laughing.

It was going to be all right.  I knew it now.  Knew it for sure.  Her Irish
brogue…

The “little bit of ordinary lunch” she’d promised turned out to be a
bowl of tomato soup.  The amazing thing was how easily our
conversation flowed.  The kiss was spontaneous.

Now for the ancient forest she’d promised to show me.  In the
photograph taken by a stranger we’re beneath the green canopy, a
waterfall in the background.  Arms around each other.  My eyes
closed.

We showed off, each climbing to a high ledge on a red-rock crag.

Pressing on, we passed the site of an ancient battle before arriving at
the ruins of a castle built by a Welsh prince.  At the parapet, she
amazed me by swinging a foot onto the chest-high guardrail.  As a
ballet dancer in Ireland, of course, she’d often done similar at the
exercise barre.

Returning, we paused by the brook to ponder the future.  What we’d
found today was so special, so precious.  We should be together
always.  But how when I wasn’t free?

As the swift waters flowed over stones worn smooth, we’d find a way.

scenes from a past life
the memory stick
gathers dust

Paul Beech



Apparitions

After an endless wait in the sultry Kyoto night, I finally spot a geisha,
but she quickly evaporates in the  steamy mists of Gion next to a
bashed-in, rusty soft-drink dispenser .  Much later, in a dimly lit
Ponto-chō alleyway, two maiko in matching patterned kimono
suddenly rush from a recessed wooden doorway to the sound of
raucous, obscene laughter. Within seconds they dissolve into the
lantern-lit sepia murk. Only the echoing clatter of their geta on the
wet stone paving remains, and the sour-sweet cloy of sake and
shōchu.

reading Tanizaki...
the motel alarm goes off
somewhere near Pittsburgh

Mark Meyer



icy walk
after a bad slip
of the tongue

rusted light pole
the dog returns
to the scene of the crime

Jacob Blumner



First Date

first date
I freshen my breath
with a gum

dinner for two
the waitress sets the table
with a wink

rings of smiles
on our frothy coffee
first date

mind roam
on her glossy lips
first kiss

first date
forging the bones
I love to chew

Adjei Agyei-Baah



a two-ply love affair

the walls

of the cheap motel

paper-thin

Kelly Sauvage/Robert Moyer



writer’s block

the last

of the lubricant

soul food cafe

the waitress mistakes me

for a sweet pea

menopause

a fresh packet

of nothing

but reminder pills



ripe fruit

i come
to realize

i am more
than
my womb

—

meconium high

she spreads
wide
on the wings

of a cookie-cutter
butterfly

Kelly Sauvage



Wayfinding

pet park
the mouthed hellos
of well-trained owners

Halt and sit. Clickety-snip. The draggy tether loses grip and so a
bouncy beast lets rip. What’s this? What’s this? A hit? A miss? I’ll
mark each one with fresh squeezed piss. Sprint and sniff. Sniff and
piss. A social, aromatic bliss. A whiff, a sniff of fluffy puff. The faintest
hint is quite enough. A woof, a whine, a growl, a ruff. And off - into
the rougher stuff.

just the tail
where it disappeared
a hole in the fence

Zig and zag at flopsy angles on into the dangle-tangles. What’s this? A
wily whiffer’s trick. The dangle-tangle superthick. Prickle-spricks
catch and stick. No fair. No fair. Don’t want this hair all chock-a-block.
Time to stop. Tongue hangs out. Head starts to drop.

hot dog stand
getting a (very) plain one
to go

Tangles dangle from tail and back. On this empty, frozen track, not a
squeak, or tweet, or quack. That peely-wally niff’s grown slack. This
ice has senses in a knot. First it’s cold, then it’s hot. A yowch with
every padded trot. Scratch at itch, slurp at splot. Lick burnt paws.
Shake soggy grot. But then … an epic vapour trail grabs baffled nose,
lifts snaggled tail and offski, like a howling gale, intent upon a holy
grail.



windows open
heater on max
all of us hollering

Pleading voices call a name. It could be mine. It sounds the same.
Those voices play the chaser game. The game where good boys get a
treat. Another whiff. Maw-wallow meat! Pumping legs and flying feet
scramble over tumpy-bumps, spraying out great muddy lumps, and
make a bee-line for the street.

catawampus
a hangdog hitchhiker
caught in the headlights

David J. Kelly/E. L. Blizzard



Rendezvous

rusty keyhole

stumbling
into a room of eyes
the guilty party

the low notes

whispers
twist and turn
clinking glasses

of a forgotten song

silence expands
to fill empty space
a ring between us

Hifsa Ashraf & John Hawkhead



late winter —
my new neighbours'
young voices

Anna Maria Domburg-Sancristoforo



security footage
the teller
also masked

by book light
a gnat
punctuates

Jared Del Rosso



purple haze
lies
I wish were true

city hall
the fire extinguisher
adds color

fu 2 blu j

Ken Slaughter





except ketchup
my husband has no clue
what is in our fridge

relatives come visit me
my greatest joy ...
when they moves back home

after two weeks
the ab toner becomes
a nice clothes rack

Antonietta Losito



SECRETS OF THE TRADE

They say that, in the end, he was the greatest magician of his
generation. Two vanishing acts. The first required equipment: a
six-foot tall plain glass case, like an invisible phone booth, down
the middle of which ran a sort of plunger with a platform. He would
stand on top of the case, and as the plunger lowered, his body would
disappear piece by piece. Above the box, he would gesture and
converse; in the box, nothing. Of course, it had to be done with
mirrors. That was the general consensus.

The second act was much simpler: he took a running start from the
back
of the stage and leapt off the edge as if vaulting into the audience.
Halfway over the orchestra pit, he was suddenly gone. This act he
only
performed once; he simply never reappeared

backstage
two white doves
wait

Stephen A. Allen



all that remains
between us now—
a sleeping cat

closet shelf
the box with his ashes
gathering dust

combing over
the bald spot
in his hedge

dance class . . .
my knee popping
in time

keystone—
the smooth edges
of his birth year

used clothing store
the chipped arm
of a mannequin

Mark Forrester



my open suitcase
another pat down
from the cat

blind date
a pair of sunglasses
but no mask

walk of shame
a wrong turn
on the way to church

Justin Brown



Deep silence
in a cemetery-
the hush of souls

Yasir Farooq



darkening sky
the gun’s balance
in his palms

dead sunset —
our sons spill blood
in this war

Goran Gatalica



undoes
the entire evening -
a thought

void -
her body retreats
to codes

i ...
a fault
of pronoun

Vijay Prasad



water clears over the rocks

a friend asks me to come to the book cadillac hotel in detroit to meet

his guru. it is the seventies and i am into hindu meditation and the

food. yes the food. that may indicate my lingering attachments to this

world despite all my spiritual intentions. i say yes lets do it and we go.

reviewing a list of hindu deities… licking the ghee from my fingers

when we get there i realize that this old hotel that has seen better

days and now is a place to have a cheap wedding in downtown

detroit. we take the elevator to a large open ballroom. there is no

furniture in this huge room. people have begun to filter in and i toss

my jacket on the dirty rug and sit in a half lotus and smell the incense.

i notice immediately that there is no food. my friend sits about twenty

feet from me and quietly begins chanting. he is a musician who has

played with many famous jazz groups and is a bit of a leader in the

gurus fledgling ashram in the city. slowly in the spirit of the seventies

about a hundred people fill the room that is now hazy with

sandelwood and quiet but for the single chant we have all fallen into.

i find it strange that we have gone to the same quiet mantra but what

the hell i have seemingly become a follower of a person i have never

met.

going behind love and hate… finding myself in still water

the guru has entered the ballroom. in a long white beard and simply

dressed he removes his sandals and sits right on the floor with the

rest of us. we meditate quietly for an hour or more and he slowly



rises and begins to move through the first rows of the crowd and

anoints those at the very front of the room. i am neither focused on

this nor involved in it. but then he moves to the back of the room and

touches me on the forehead. i remember his fingers have a pressure

that seems to penetrate but with tenderness.

and that is the end of the story. the swami walks out and slowly the

crowd disperses quietly. i never saw this holy man again. i have come

to understand that i had no need to. the memory of that time has now

become indelible.

the intuition of warmth… all gods become one



chess without a chessboard

the cleverness of my species. we used to call that part of our

government that contains the military the 'department of war'. now

they call it the 'department of defense'. if only words still had

meanings.

my knight

to QB 2

i lose without

firing

a shot

****

waffle iron
there i used a reference
no one under sixty knows

genius
and the crack of thunder
scares most people

faithful and predictable… the madness of the moon



hindu temple
all the gods
look down on me

my thoughts
looking through fingerprints
on a scotch glass

if you like the rain
i will
stand with you in it

Michael Rehling



Cosmic Soup

3 am breakthrough

west wind
cool air seeps
through the glass

a shaft of moonlight

mockingbird
singing the night
into myth

strikes my face

mapless
what current carried me
this far



cholla burrs

the locals let us know

we’re not welcome

eclipse

the shadow

of her scorn

round peg not ready for you

mother ship wanting better things for me

Cynthia Anderson



my subscription
renews itself
Hulu moon

(after Robin Anna Smith)

M. R. Defibaugh



The American Dream

insomnia

on foreign soil
retracing the steps
that got her here

each freight train

clinging
for dear life
the clamour of refugees

shares its weight

border crossing
a man collapses
under broad stripes and bright stars

Christina Chin & M. R. Defibaugh



morphine drips
a steel butterfly
drawing blood

open and close
the baby blue eyes doll

***

who knows
how many moons
I've plagiarized

paranoia
I archive kigo and saijiki

M. R. Defibaugh & Christina Chin



break of dawn
...a woodpecker
drumming

the emptied out
bottle of pills

***

car ride...
she asks over and over
are we there yet

with a snap of his fingers
the hypnosis ends

Christina Chin & M. R. Defibaugh



my parents with their walkers
threaten to go back home
on the Greyhound

risking rejection
the only way
to get published

risking rejection
the only way
to learn he loves me

Wilda Morris



same voice
for every script
the old typewriter

Srinivasa Rao Sambangi



my balloon tangles
in a nearby lilac
memorial service

my daughter eloped on zoom

physical therapy
rigidity of art made
from bicycle parts

Jim Krotzman



Hunger Moon
my fasting panel
comes back negative

power outage
romancing over
cold leftovers

window shopping
the neighbor's tabby
eyes the birdbath

mask mandate repeal
trying on my face
for size

Helen Ogden



Hibernation

your absence

reading
an old diary . . .
dust in my eyes

a moth returns

hushed gloom
I, too, am misunderstood
corpse bird

as moonlight

the rhythm
of your rocking chair . . .
the length of winter

Hemapriya Chellappan
rs



Tree of Life

winter wren

in the space between
grief and growth
moth dust

I write my next chapter

leaf turnover
the nutrient uptake
through these tangled roots

in the understory

coming to terms
with my shadow self
night-blooming jasmine

Hemapriya Chellappan
rs



cloud burst across every channel breaking news

Covid ICU melted candles burning themselves out

Joe Sebastian



dotted verse of poetry
.-..  ---  ...-  .

tapped gently

Julian Heylinck



digging
in a flower pot
the squatting cat
looks pleased
with himself

at the watering hole
settling scores —
chips and beers
and sometimes
a fight

Christina Chin/Alan Peat



morning news-
number of infected
spiked my coffee

Franjo Ordanić



percussion. . .
family history rattles
in my button jar

Dorothy Avery Matthews



summer road trip
takes a wrong turn—
a tear in the map

on the hunt
for a pink toaster—
her dream kitchen

freeze forecast—
blue snowflakes on white
flannel sheets

Christine Wenk-Harrison



Barbara Kaufmann



Barbara Kaufmann



at each breaking wave
the yacht’s bilge groans . . .
and I groan with it

a common frog leaps
over the new moon . . .
our starlit tryst

pandemic effect
father & son confer
on medications

after the breakup . . .
a puffball of wattle
somewhere

Cynthia Rowe



choosing death
by aniseed—
black jelly beans

shuffling myself
from past to present—
game of life

Hazel Hall



Hazel Hall



pulling on my socks
the tin man
looks for his oil can

frosting my nose
as I bite the cupcake
three-day weekend

around midnight
the car windows
fogging up

heating season Dad on thermostat patrol

Tim Cremin



Joanna Delalande



Oscar Luparia: poem, Joanna Delalande: drawing



separated married couple
on reconciliation vacation
last resort

David Kehe



cicale,formiche
vanno,vengono -
confine di Gaza

cicadas, ants
they go, they come -
Gaza border

Antonio Mangiameli



unlike the nurse
the mosquito
knows just where to draw

screaming for more
i clutch
my cell phone

Dave Chandler



a heaving chest
in the dying room
a flame wavers

blackout
missing the soaps
several murders

beach party
glitter of bottles dancing
in the tide

the bow goes
hoppity hoppity ho
a rattling reel

errant squall
hats take flight
on Ladies Day

Mike Gallagher



after the service
cookies, punch,
active-shooter drill

lockdown
why am I still
matching socks?

unvaccinated
he’s found a bible verse
for guidance

“Für Elise”:
If I took lessons and
practiced eight hours a day
I still couldn’t
play that

David Oates



flirtations
you can lead a horse
to water...

the years...
playing less and less
air guitar

joint venture
the sweet smoke
of  success

meek spring moon
the places in the hood
he got beaten

Adrian Bouter



a glimpse of sky
through drifting fog
nan’s smile

river stones
the memories
that remain

the room
where she sleeps alone
framed faces

daphne blossom
in morning rain
her perfume

Gavin Austin



masked
bandits
of my days

rain or hail—
february’s indecisive
sleet

shopping
for a microscope:
it’s the little things that count

Charles Harper



whiteout…

Charles Harper



a glass half full -
our prodigal son
comes home

screeching gull!
a merchant sweeps up glass
from the peaceful protest

Marion Alice Poirier



road trip
at the end of the day
separate rooms

haiku idea in the
middle of the night
ink runs out

late arrival
at the hotel
vending machine supper

Susan Farner



gramp teaches me
to read
between his lines

Ann Smith



father’s funeral
closed casket
open bar

agreeing
to Christian singles night
I change my sheets

Atlanta flight delay
low visibility
in the smoking room

dry mouth
full bladder
wrong house

floating the afternoon
on this raft
still unemployed

Marsh Muirhead



Flavor Olympics
the orange tomato
wins gold

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams



senryu: Valentina Ranaldi-Adams
photo: A. D. Adams



common cup—
noticing the cold sore
on another churchgoer

Elyse Jancosko



crossing poison ivy
with a four leaf clover
he had a rash of good luck

retired
enjoying the children’s inheritance
feels really good

before dinner
the spider and a fly
share the sunset . . .
tonight a tiny new star
shines in the heavens

her house robbed
all that was left was soap
deodorant and towels ...
police still looking
for the dirty thieves

Carol Raisfeld



first free fall
someone else's scream
from my mouth

Lisa Sparaco



dirty carpet ...
his lotus position
so admirable

tappeto sporco …
la sua posizione del loto
così ammirevole

Daniela Misso



in the breeze
beagle’s ears flap joyously
Flag Day

cracks in the tar
fortune teller’s delight
reading her palm

Deborah Burke Henderson



end of the road
his pickup cloaked
in silence

Stephenie Story



Kabul airport
a newborn baby handed
over barbed wire

protest march
chants for non-violence
shattered by breaking glass

Jay Friedenberg



the morning after—
taping up torn-up
wedding photos

company Christmas tree—
the same shiny
empty boxes

making friends
with a guitar
then love

Robert Lowes



my side of the quarrel
her eyes on the wall clock

winter passes—
no revisions
in my death poem

original sin—
trying to think
of one

we called it ugly
when it was new—
vintage car

“no cause for alarm”
says the doctor
causing alarm

staff meeting—
straightening out
a paper clip

Bill Kenney



wolf moon
a canine howls
off key

Terrie Jacks



verse:  Terrie Jacks  photo:  John J. Han



a hero to his wife
the rat stealing birdseed
from the feeders

Norman Silver



back to work...
a big shell
as a paperweight

Rosa Maria Di Salvatore



nudist beach
the tai chi class
in full swing

rating
the train station loo . . .
sliding scale

Parliament Square
following the wet-dog scent
of a Lord

butt call
from my ex
the crack in her voice

the weight of her monkey on my back burner

Lew Watts



Starlight

I’ve always been a visual person—give me a flowchart over a logical
argument any day. And it worked for a while. But by the time
relativity came along I was struggling. I remember spending a short
break at home deciding whether to quit maths, even college. And then
. . .

I was sitting, about to return, when I saw that we were moving. The
windows of an adjacent train slid by, faster and faster until I realized,
with a shock, that my carriage was stationary—it was the other train
that was leaving the station. I was so excited, and couldn’t wait to tell
you, though later, when I tried, all thoughts receded to a point and
then vanished.

watching Venus
move through the trees . . .
last dance

Lew Watts



slow burn -
realizing there’s no
way back

Femi Akinyele



no more doctor’s appointment one benefit of death

a squirrel kicks
dirt into the snake’s eyes
booster shot

a sheriff’s car
hides behind a bush
State Route ZZ

watching a long police chase
chance to see
the whole city

application received
but first things first—
I google him

John J. Han



deciding
on dinner
Door Dash

patchwork quilt
bouncing shades
of laughter

Erin Castaldi



long mariage
me and the parrot
talking to ourselves

Mircea Moldovan



dancing filament the peripheral conversations

Nudurupati Nagasri



a fly suicides
in my breakfast bowl
so begins the day

wrong train
serendipity meets me
in your smile

coming home chaos ensues write away

a stone threshold worn
from centuries of welcome
comforts my sole

Lev Hart



frozen eggs
how I fool
my biological clock

biting my tongue
mum's curry
more fiery than usual

rocky road
she drops her ice-cream
on the bumpy car ride

overflowing trash can
nights of binge eating
see the light of day

shampoo day
our retriever
gives us a bath instead

Baisali Chatterjee Dutt



Debbie Strange
debbiemstrange.blogspot.com

http://debbiemstrange.blogspot.com/


close to home
an immigrant swears
in his native tongue

Wonja Brucker



my daily dose of serenity dog-eared

controlled chaos my pending diagnosis

Madhuri Pillai



unemployed
the mind works
overtime

first love –
a fleeting glimpse inside
the labyrinth

yesterday's shadow --
unexploded ordnance
in a youngster's hand

Kevin Valentine



rising
after the zombie movie
his slight lurch

nominated
for martyrdom
lawn daisy

Jupiter descending neighbors turn up the bass

anti-vax protest—
a shot
of adrenaline

blue sky for twenty miles a hearse in the carpool lane



O Tannenbaum

This isn’t the easiest existence. Don’t get me wrong, I like the
ornaments, and the twinkling lights make me feel like an evergreen
disco queen. But at the end of it all, I know I’m destined to be
dismantled and returned to that cardboard coffin for eleven lonely
months. Not this year. See, I made a deal with the chimney bloke. You
know the guy, the one with the cookie habit who thinks he’s being all
sneaky in that bright red suit. He says plastics are killing this planet,
and sooner or later, I’m bound for the landfill. So last night, I pulled a
Pinocchio.

pine-scented candle—
all the gingerbread men
headless

Tanya McDonald



oncological centre
day by day melting
snowdrifts

pine tree
after a hug I look up and realize
it's dead

wedding anniversary
the best pair of spoons
to crush a tablet

Irina Guliaeva



stopping before starting one’s head falling into
feathers

prompt mountain
an avalanche
of words

Mark Gilbert



clashing reds
of two Santas
the rush

fruit flies
over black bananas
tax time headache

Anna Cates





to the girl
neglected at my birthday:
I only remember you

parent-teacher night only A students

principal's powerpoint presentation
the laptop
falls asleep

oil change
tuning out
the daytime TV

Alex Fyffe



in one side
and out the other
of the class cloakroom

smoke first

my eight grade theology professor
and his big Havana cigar

Kath Abela Wilson



(in)justice
of the peace
--invasion

false spring
coeds sunbathe
in thermal bikinis

Nancy Brady



the fireflies
almost as bright
as your gaslighting

wait is this poem a death poem hypochondria

Aaron Barry



following tumbleweed my sister's directions

Mariel Herbert



Baggage Cart

The moment after I said it, I knew it was the wrong thing to say.
There's no taking it back, though. Might as well be written in stone.
It's painted on the walls of my cave-like mind in petroglyphs.

I've dissected it with surgical precision, tried to exorcize the demon
with voodoo, burned candles at the alter, told my shrink I didn't want
it, tried to flush it down the toilet, throw it out with the trash. Ran it
through the laundry, but the stain just won't come out. Ticktock.

After writing, "I'm sorry," a thousand times on the chalkboard, I
pulled out the eraser, wiped the slate clean, then wrote, "Please
forgive me," another thousand times—didn't change a thing. So, I
picked up a permanent marker and scrawled on the wall in giant
letters, "I FORGIVE MYSELF."

donated his suitcase
to Goodwill . . .
traveling light

Richard Grahn



passport pic
the me I wish
wasn’t

our fear
of getting close
high-rise balcony

Marietta McGregor



ironing shirts
when will I learn
to be myself

Thorsten Neuhaus



Kentish beach
counting the shells

of fishing towns

long night
unfolding

love letters

the length
of anonymity

train ride

James Gaskin



Sunday morning
an early bird
catches a night owl

gentrification
the hipster beard
starts to grow on me

Birk Andersson



a single sunbeam
on my shoulder
winter essentials

short winter
wishing “Good night” to
the little snowman in the fridge

night snowfall
the nun recounts
the sisters

Radostina Dragostinova



flinging the raindrops
far and wide ...
flip-flops

manicured lawn ...
a carefully arranged
marriage

migrating geese ...
the harmonium lessons
of my neighbour

bathing
my daughter's Barbie...
this proxy life

She says, don’t let this discourage you, continue
writing.

night of fireflies
this wish to believe
in fairy tales

Sanjuktaa Asopa



masked riders
all eyes turn
to the cough

falling
into past tense—
first snow

when all that remains
are scars—
Blood moon

Hildegard Bachman



Marion Clarke



letters from the front
trying to understand
what he died for

return from the war
little daughter falls into
his open arm

Henryk Czempiel



war --
awakened from the dream world
keystroking into this nightmare

Francis W. Alexander



cold morning
drones migrate
to a war zone

designer beer
a leap
of fete

never a dull knife the kitchen quarrel

first snowflakes
then many
the line for booster shots

LeRoy Gorman



wildlife crossing
I scroll until
the herd rolls on

yellow submarine
an old man dances
with his cane

Tyler McIntosh



the only child
thinks long and hard:
DNA swab

eco-burial
the new hip recycled
for its titanium

border crossing--
the guard listens patiently
to my French

 Linda Papanicolaou



the sound
of a helicopter
what it stirs

how they come
and go with the breeze . . .
memories

Jill Lange



slow cooker
the silence
between texts

Sherry Grant



Space Monkey                           太空猴

magic wand                                                                  魔法棒
waving around                                                             揮舞著
a banana                                                                    根香蕉

slices of yummy                                                      我麥片牛奶上
on my cornflakes                                                    香甜可口的薄片

craving                                                                       太空猴
for the moon                                                              對月亮
space monkey                                                           的渴望

fruit store hold-up                                                   蔬果店搶劫
someone fired                                                        有人用香蕉槍
a banana                                                                開火

roller skating                                                             在腐爛的香蕉皮
on an old peel                                                           上輪式溜冰

snack time                                                            點心時間
mashed banana                                                  我們的笑容
on our smiles                                                      沾滿了香蕉泥

Zoe Grant /Ron C. Moss 作者：陳紫瑄+ 火苔
Translated by Sherry Grant                                      中文翻譯：火の鳥
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pairs figure skate
our lifts
around the house

cosmic smiles
a gathering
of scifikuists

Claire Vogel Camargo



bottle tree
the afterglow
of a good time

a few Tums
to top it off

Christa Pandey
Claire Vogel Camargo



old toy chest
G.I. Joe and Barbie
still together

the glare
off a monk’s head
newness of spring

Bryan Rickert

Bryan Rickert ‘Failed’ Editor
editor@failedhaiku.com
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